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function POP(initial, goal, operators) returns planplan←Make-Minimal-Plan(initial, goal)
loop do

if Solution?( plan) then return plan
Sneed, c← Selet-Subgoal( plan)Choose-Operator( plan, operators,Sneed, )Resolve-Threats( plan)

end

function Selet-Subgoal( plan) returns Sneed, cpik a plan step Sneed from Steps( plan)with a preondition c that has not been ahieved
return Sneed, c

procedure Choose-Operator(plan, operators,Sneed, )
choose a step Sadd from operators or Steps( plan) that has c as an e�et
if there is no suh step then failadd the ausal link Sadd

c
−→ Sneed to Links(plan)add the ordering onstraint Sadd ≺ Sneed to Orderings( plan)

if Sadd is a newly added step from operators thenadd Sadd to Steps( plan)add Start ≺ Sadd ≺ Finish to Orderings( plan)
procedure Resolve-Threats(plan)

for each Sthreat that threatens a link Si
c

−→ Sj in Links(plan) do

choose eitherDemotion: Add Sthreat ≺ Si to Orderings( plan)Promotion: Add Sj ≺ Sthreat to Orderings(plan)
if not Consistent( plan) then fail

end Figure 1: POP algorithm1. Consider forming a plan to put on soks and shoes, assuming that there aretwo idential soks, a left show and a right shoe; the goal is to have two shoeson, and a preondition to putting a shoe on should be that there is a sok onthe foot in question.(a) Speify ation operators for putting on soks, left shoe, right shoe bygiving names for the ations, and assoiating preonditions and e�etswith the ations. The preonditions and e�ets should be (onjuntionof) some (possibly negated) atomi statements.1



(b) Use the partial order planning algorithm in �gure 1 to work out a partial-order plan for realising the goal of having both shoes on. In this ase,none of the links in the plan are threatened.() How many ways are there of exeuting the plan linearly (one ation afteranother)?2. Formulate the following as a planning problem, and �nd a plan to solve it.You have two pots, one with apaity 5 litres, full of water and one withapaity two litres, empty. The goal is to have the two litre pot ontaining 1litre of water.3. Sketh a forward-haining algorithm that uses planning operators as aboveto searh for linear plans (sequenes of ations) that may ahieve the desiedgoal. You should aim for a complete algorithm, i.e. if there is a plan thatwill ahieve the goal, your algorithm should ahieve the plan.4. The Sussman anomoly is based on a small bloks world planning problem.
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PutOn(x,y)

Clear(x) On(x,z) Clear(y)

~On(x,z) ~Clear(y) 
   Clear(z) On(x,y)

PutOnTable(x)

Clear(x) On(x,z)

~On(x,z) Clear(z) On(x,Table)

+ several inequality constraints

"Sussman anomaly" problem

What are the non-redundant plans to ahieve On(A,B), On(B,C) as separategoals, independently from the starting state?Can these two plans be interleaved to from a plan that will ahieve bothgoals?
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